TUESDAY 26 JANUARY HOME LEARNING
8.45-9.00 –

Reading home book and recording in Reading Record

9.15-10.30 – WARM UP POWERPOINT – Arithmetic, Handwriting, Spellings, Vocabulary
ENGLISH – Working from ELVES TALK FOR WRITING pdf
INTRODUCTION –

Revisit yesterday’s activity – class will be asked to read out their work.
The task was: To write your own index of what each paragraph covers,
then add notes on what you learn from each paragraph about the
Cave Elf.
e.g. Paragraph 1 – Lifestyle, habitat, warning to reader.
Rare, little known, out at night, live in deep caves, sunlight almost blinds
them, can be defensive.
Continue to Activity 1: Match the vocabulary to its definition
Copy the words and choose the correct definition.
Activity 3 (we can draw Cave Elves later!) – Where do Cave Elves live?
Study the map and choose where they might live. Justify your choice
by giving 3 reasons – making reference to what you know about the
elves from the text.

10.30-10.45

BREAK

10.45-12.00

MATHS
PSR POWERPOINT
WHITE ROSE MATHS FRACTIONS, DECIMALS, PERCENTAGES UNIT
Watch INTRODUCTION to Activities, completing problems presented
Complete worksheet AA Equivalent FDP
One group working with Mrs Wardle in a separate meeting
AA TW VISUAL REPRESENTATION FDP
EXTN ACTIVITY: Complete CGP 10 minute Autumn Workouts 3 & 4.
Mark work as a class.
12.00-1.00

LUNCH

1.00-2.00

HISTORY - Revisit work completed from BBC Bitesize last week.
Did you complete your note-taking? If not, complete this now.
Visit the website we looked at last week:
https://www.funkidslive.com/learn/great-war/homes-in-1914/
Watch the clip as a class, taking notes as we go through the account.
You will be writing your own account of what home life was like in 1914 so try
to record as much detail as you can.

2.00–3.00

ART – Introduction to Wyndham Lewis (Percy Wyndham Lewis)

Watch short clip as a class: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HqjRJovD7WQ
Take notes from worksheet about the artist and the Vorticist movement.
Your task will be to research examples of Lewis’ WW1 artwork and save a selection of at
least 4 examples into the Lions Teams folder. You can copy and paste images onto a Word
document. Choose images that appeal to you and that you would like to recreate.

